
Vinyl Lined, Steel Inground Swimming Pools

The Making of a MEGNA pool…..



Steel Wall Fabrication

� MEGNA fabricates steel inground pool 
panels from strong galvanized 14ga steel

� North American steel mills provide 
MEGNA with flat sheets of “coil steel”

� MEGNA trims the sheets to length then 
notches and punches the sheets 



Steel Wall Fabrication

� MEGNA uses the latest steel crimping 
technology to create a secure, rustproof, 
long lasting panel

� Crimping eliminates the need for 
welding, and does not remove the 
protective galvanized coating

� Curved panels clamped to their precise 
radius and a radius panel brace is 
crimped in place 



Steel Wall Fabrication

� MEGNA packages our pool panels on 
custom pallets to ensure damage-free 
transport

� Curved panels are custom packaged to 
retain radius during transport



Steel Wall Installation

� A precise excavation is required with a 
ledge to support the pool panels

� Panels are positioned and loosely 
fastened together

� Dimensions are checked to ensure the 
pool perimeter is constructed to 
specification 



Steel Wall Installation

� The tops of the panels are checked to 
ensure the pool is level

� A-Frames and deck supports are 
installed to ensure long term stability

� MEGNA offers a wide variety of supports 
to meet the needs of individual pool 
contractors



Steel Wall Installation

� When all dimensions meet 
specifications the panels are tightened 
into place

� Concrete is poured at the base of the 
pool panels around the perimeter and at 
the end of a-frames, to ensure stability



Steel Wall Installation

� Aluminium or PVC coping or liner track is 
installed around the perimeter of the 
pool.

� Coping provides a track into which the 
liner will later be installed, as well as a 
finished edge for the concrete pool 
decking when it is installed



Steel Wall Installation

� A cement hard bottom is installed and 
trowelled smooth

� In place of the recommended cement 
bottom, a packed sand bottom can be 
used, however for longevity, cement is 
preferred.



Steel Wall Installation

� The over dug perimeter of the pool is 
then carefully back filled with clean fill 
(either sand or gravel)

� The surface is prepared for either a 
poured concrete deck or for the 
installation of paving stones



Vinyl Liner Fabrication

� MEGNA purchases vinyl specifically 
formulated for use in swimming pools.  
We receive the material in rolls for both 
pool walls and pool floors

� A computer designed drawing is created 
for each pool liner.  So that a perfect fit 
is guaranteed.



Vinyl Liner Fabrication

� MEGNA uses a custom designed, 
continuous automated cutting machine 
to cut the vinyl material to create floor 
panels for each liner

� The individual panels are then folded 
and prepared for joining to create the 
swimming pool floor



Vinyl Liner Fabrication

� MEGNA uses high frequency vinyl 
welding machines to fuse the vinyl 
sheets into the shape of the pool

� Each weld is quality checked to ensure a 
long lasting waterproof seal



Vinyl Liner Installation

� The vinyl liner is unfolded from the 
shallow end to the deep end of the pool 
and the bead is clipped into the liner 
track

� Once adjusted into place the liner is 
vacuumed into place to ensure a wrinkle 
free fit



Vinyl Liner Installation

� The vacuum remains in use until 
the pool is half-filled with water, 
this ensures that the liner does not 
shift in place



Finishing the Pool

� The perimeter of the pool is prepared for 
a concrete deck

� Often a stone or stone/concrete decking 
is installed



Finishing the Pool

� The pool equipment is installed – pump, 
heater and filter



The Final Product

�Nothing left but to enjoy !


